Table 348-8 S ensitivity of Imaging Studies in Zollinger-Ellison
Syndrome
Sensitivity, %
Primary Gastrinoma
21–28
55–70
35–68
70–90
55–78
55–70
67–86
80–100

Metastatic Gastrinoma
14
>85
33–86
N/A
41
>85
80–100
N/A

Abbreviations: CT, computed tomography; EUS, endoscopic ultrasonography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; N/A, not applicable; OctreoScan, imaging with 111In-pentreotide;
SASI, selective arterial secretin injection.

TREATMENT

Zollinger-Ellison Syndrome

Treatment of functional endocrine tumors is directed at ameliorating the signs and symptoms related to hormone overproduction,
curative resection of the neoplasm, and attempts to control tumor
growth in metastatic disease.
PPIs are the treatment of choice and have decreased the need for
total gastrectomy. Initial PPI doses tend to be higher than those used
for treatment of GERD or PUD. The initial dose of omeprazole, lansoprazole, rabeprazole, or esomeprazole should be in the range of 60 mg
in divided doses in a 24-h period. Dosing can be adjusted to achieve
a BAO <10 meq/h (at the drug trough) in surgery-naive patients
and to <5 meq/h in individuals who have previously undergone an
acid-reducing operation. Although the somatostatin analogue has
inhibitory effects on gastrin release from receptor-bearing tumors and
inhibits gastric acid secretion to some extent, PPIs have the advantage
of reducing parietal cell activity to a greater degree. Despite this,
octreotide may be considered as adjunctive therapy to the PPI in
patients with tumors that express somatostatin receptors and have
peptic symptoms that are difficult to control with high-dose PPI.
The ultimate goal of surgery would be to provide a definitive cure.
Improved understanding of tumor distribution has led to immediate
cure rates as high as 60% with 10-year disease-free intervals as high
as 34% in sporadic gastrinoma patients undergoing surgery. A positive outcome is highly dependent on the experience of the surgical
team treating these rare tumors. Surgical therapy of gastrinoma
patients with MEN 1 remains controversial because of the difficulty
in rendering these patients disease-free with surgery. In contrast to
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Peptic Ulcer Disease and Related Disorders

Up to 50% of patients have metastatic disease at diagnosis. Success
in controlling gastric acid hypersecretion has shifted the emphasis of
therapy toward providing a surgical cure. Detecting the primary tumor
and excluding metastatic disease are critical in view of this paradigm
shift. Once a biochemical diagnosis has been confirmed, the patient
should first undergo an abdominal computed tomography (CT) scan,
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), or OctreoScan (depending on
availability) to exclude metastatic disease. In addition, the positron
emitter 68Ga has been used to label somatostatin analogues for positron
emission tomography (PET) with some success. In addition, hybrid
scanners combining CT scan with PET scan are also available in certain specialized centers. Once metastatic disease has been excluded, an
experienced endocrine surgeon may opt for exploratory laparotomy
with intraoperative ultrasound or transillumination. In other centers,
careful examination of the peripancreatic area with EUS, accompanied
by endoscopic exploration of the duodenum for primary tumors, will
be performed before surgery. Selective arterial secretin injection may
be a useful adjuvant for localizing tumors in a subset of patients. The
extent of the diagnostic and surgical approach must be carefully balanced with the patient’s overall physiologic condition and the natural
history of a slow-growing gastrinoma.
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the encouraging postoperative results observed in patients with spo- 1929
radic disease, only 6% of MEN 1 patients are disease free 5 years after
an operation. Moreover, in contrast to patients with sporadic ZES, the
clinical course of MEN 1 patients is benign and rarely leads to diseaserelated mortality, recommending that early surgery be deferred.
Some groups suggest surgery only if a clearly identifiable, nonmetastatic lesion is documented by structural studies. Others advocate
a more aggressive approach, where all patients free of hepatic
metastasis are explored and all detected tumors in the duodenum
are resected; this is followed by enucleation of lesions in the pancreatic head, with a distal pancreatectomy to follow. The outcome
of the two approaches has not been clearly defined. Laparoscopic
surgical interventions may provide attractive approaches in the
future but currently seem to be of some limited benefit in patients
with gastrinoma because a significant percentage of the tumors
may be extrapancreatic and difficult to localize with a laparoscopic
approach. Finally, patients selected for surgery should be individuals
whose health status would lead them to tolerate a more aggressive
operation and obtain the long-term benefits from such aggressive
surgery, which are often witnessed after 10 years.
Therapy of metastatic endocrine tumors in general remains suboptimal; gastrinomas are no exception. In light of the observation
that in many instances tumor growth is indolent and that many
individuals with metastatic disease remain relatively stable for

significant periods of time, many advocate not instituting systemic
tumor-targeted therapy until evidence of tumor progression or
refractory symptoms not controlled with PPIs are noted. Medical
approaches, including biological therapy (IFN-α, long-acting somatostatin analogues, peptide receptor radionuclides), systemic chemotherapy (streptozotocin, 5-fluorouracil, and doxorubicin), and
hepatic artery embolization, may lead to significant toxicity without
a substantial improvement in overall survival. 111In-pentetreotide
has been used in the therapy of metastatic neuroendocrine tumors;
further studies are needed. Several novel therapies are being
explored, including radiofrequency ablation or cryoablation of liver
lesions and use of agents that block the vascular endothelial growth
receptor pathway (bevacizumab, sunitinib) or the mammalian
target of rapamycin (Chap. 113).
Surgical approaches, including debulking surgery and liver transplantation for hepatic metastasis, have also produced limited
benefit.
The overall 5- and 10-year survival rates for gastrinoma patients are
62–75% and 47–53%, respectively. Individuals with the entire tumor
resected or those with a negative laparotomy have 5- and 10-year
survival rates >90%. Patients with incompletely resected tumors have
5- and 10-year survival rates of 43% and 25%, respectively. Patients
with hepatic metastasis have <20% survival at 5 years. Favorable
prognostic indicators include primary duodenal wall tumors, isolated lymph node tumor, the presence of MEN 1, and undetectable
tumor upon surgical exploration. Poor outcome is seen in patients
with shorter disease duration; higher gastrin levels (>10,000 pg/mL);
large pancreatic primary tumors (>3 cm); metastatic disease to lymph
nodes, liver, and bone; and Cushing’s syndrome. Rapid growth of
hepatic metastases is also predictive of poor outcome.
STRESS-RELATED MUCOSAL INJURY
Patients suffering from shock, sepsis, massive burns, severe trauma,
or head injury can develop acute erosive gastric mucosal changes or
frank ulceration with bleeding. Classified as stress-induced gastritis or
ulcers, injury is most commonly observed in the acid-producing (fundus and body) portions of the stomach. The most common presentation is GI bleeding, which is usually minimal but can occasionally be
life threatening. Respiratory failure requiring mechanical ventilation
and underlying coagulopathy are risk factors for bleeding, which tends
to occur 48–72 h after the acute injury or insult.
Histologically, stress injury does not contain inflammation or H.
pylori; thus, “gastritis” is a misnomer. Although elevated gastric acid
secretion may be noted in patients with stress ulceration after head
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